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Summary

The US Dollar Index remains bid while above the 80.50 June low; this is key for the medium term trend.

EUR/NOK’s surge higher has exceeded the 8.0847 June peak but should stay below 8.2575.

NOK/SEK‘s failure at the 1.0731 2008 low means that the 1.0593 61.8% Fibonacci retracement is being eyed.

The US 10 Y yield made a new one year high, this time at 2.94, before consolidating. The US 2-10Y Swap Curve still widens.

The USD/IDR 1 Month NDF exploded to the upside and has so far reached 11493 below which it now consolidates.

The USD/INR 1 Month NDF last week made a new all-time high at 66.34 before giving back some of its recent gains.

The GBP 10Y Swap flirts with the 50% retracement at 2.91 around which it should stall for a while.

USD/ZAR comes off its near 4 ½ year high at 10.4443 which may prove to be a false breakout higher.

EUR/GBP’s reversal lower means that the August high at .8768 is another significant top. Negative divergence in EUR/USD points to a probable sell-off.

September Bund futures made a near one year low at 139.06 but are to stage a bounce short term but still target 138.41.

The EU 10Y yield has come close to the psychological 2.00 region but looks short term overbought. The EU 2-10Y Swap Curve’s widening continues.

EUR/TRY overshot the 61.8% Fibonacci extension at 2.6447 and made a new all-time high at 2.6731.

Last week an interim top was made at 3.2811 in EUR/BRL; it now targets the support line at 3.0668 over the next few days.

The ITRAXX 5Y Europe, Crossover and Senior Financial indices have all been capped by their 55 day moving averages and should decline short term.

Credit

US 10Y T-Notes are staging a recovery rally off last week’s 124-000 low but medium term still target 123-245. 

USD/BRL last week formed an interim high at its 4 ½ year peak made at 2.4540.

Foreign Exchange: 

Fixed Income:
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Bullish and bearish trending signals 

Bullish (ADX>20, MACD>0 and +DI>-DI)

NB:  This is NOT a model and is intended for refere nce only. It is a basic system to determine if a ma rket is trending or not. It cannot judge 
strength of support or resistance or whether variou s momentum oscillators have diverged.  For this rea son it is possible that the we will 
occasionally hold a different position to that indi cated by the tables above.

Bearish (ADX>20, MACD<0 and +DI<-DI)
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Currency ranking vs the US Dollar for the past 5 da ys 

Bloomberg 8.50 AM
Source Bloomberg 8.15 AM
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Technical Trade Ideas

-0.8%Short at 1.3318 
stopped at 1.3425

1.3000Stopped out at 
1.3425

Sell 1.3265, add 
1.3370

EUR/USD01.08.2013

0%Short at 1.33701.3000Stop at 1.3455Sell at 1.3370, add at 
1.3420

EUR/USD22.08.2013

P&LOutcomeTake ProfitStopTrade IdeaInstrumentDate

We were stopped out of our short EUR/USD position and lost -0.8% 
but would like to reinstate our shorts at current l evels since a false 
breakout to the upside could have been made these p ast few days.
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Foreign Exchange:
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USD/IDR 1 Month NDF - Daily Chart

The USD/IDR 1 Month NDF has suddenly left its recent 
consolidation phase and so far shot up to 11493, a level 
last seen in April 2009 and which is located above the 
61.8% Fibonacci retracement of the 2009-13 decline at 
11133 (see the weekly chart on the following page). 

Around the 11500 level the current rally may pause.

If not, the 78.6% Fibonacci retracement at 11862 and the 
April 2009 peak at 11975 will be back in focus.

Good support is now seen between the 10566 June and 
the 10548 July highs. 

Our long term bullish forecast will remain valid while the 
NDF trades above the 10080 July trough.

USD/IDR 1 Month NDF Daily Chart

Exploded to the upside and has so far reached 11493 below which it now consolidates

Multiyear high was made at 11493
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USD/IDR 1 Month NDF - Weekly Chart
Has overshot the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement at 11133

USD/IDR 1 Month NDF Weekly Chart

61.8% Fibonacci retracement is at 11133
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USD/INR 1 Month NDF - Daily Chart

Last week the USD/INR 1 Month NDF made a new all-time 
high at 66.34, to slightly above the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension cluster at 66.08/55. Around it recent upside 
momentum has diminished, however.

Should 66.55 suddenly be overcome, though, the 67.50 
region would be eyed.

We will retain our medium term bullish forecast while the 
NDF stays above its July low at 59.06.

Minor support above this level is seen at the 62.53 early 
August high, the 61.71 early July high and at the 60.80 late 
July low.

Further support comes in around the 55 day moving 
average at 60.83 and the 60.28 mid-July high. 

Should an unexpected slip through the next lower July low 
at 59.06 occur, the 57.72 mid-June low could be back on 
the map. This we do not expect to happen. 

USD/INR 1 Month NDF Daily Chart

Last week made a new all-time high at 66.34 before giving back some of its recent gains 

New all-time high was made at 66.34
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USD/INR 1 Month NDF Weekly Chart

USD/INR 1 Month NDF - Weekly Chart
Has reached the 161.8% Fibonacci extension at 66.08 around which the rally has paused

161.8% Fibonacci extension is at 66.08
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USD/BRL - Daily Chart

USD/BRL Daily Chart

Last week formed an interim high at its 4 ½ year peak made at 2.4540

Last week USD/BRL made a four and a half year high at 
2.4540, very close to the 2009 peak at 2.4554, before 
swiftly coming off on Friday.

An interim top is thus in place and the breached June-to-
August resistance line, now support line, at 2.3326 is now 
in focus, together with the area seen between this year’s 
support line at 2.3074 and the 55 day moving average at 
2.2648. Within it the current steep sell-off should at least 
pause.

We will retain our medium term bullish view while the 
currency pair remains above the 2.2637 current August 
low, however.

Above 2.4540/54 lurks the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement of 
the 2002-11 descent at 2.4736.

Further up lies the psychological 2.5000 region. 

Another potential upside target is the 100% Fibonacci 
extension of the 2011-12 rise, projected higher from the 
1.9433 March 2013 low, at 2.5564.

Breached resistance line at 
2.3326 should now act as support
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USD/BRL - Monthly Chart

USD/BRL Monthly Chart

Is being capped by the 2009 high at 2.4554

2009 high at 2.4554 caps
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EUR/BRL - Daily Chart

EUR/BRL Daily Chart

Last week an interim top was made at 3.2811; targets the support line at 3.0668

On Friday EUR/BRL suddenly came off its multiyear high at 
3.2811 and thus formed an interim top.

The 3.1013 early August high and the four month support 
line at 3.0668 are therefore being targeted.

More significant support can be seen between the 3.0061 
June high and the 2.9869 55 day moving average, though.

Should 3.2811 be unexpectedly be bettered this week, 
however, the October 2008 peak at 3.3487 will be in focus. 
This level and the minor psychological 3.3500 area are 
further potential upside targets. 

Once overcome, the 3.4000 region will be back in the 
picture, together with the 3.4516/3.4738 December 2008 
highs.

We will retain this bullish forecast while the currency pair 
remains above its 2.9986 August low.

Current August high was made at 3.2811
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EUR/TRY - Daily Chart

EUR/TRY Daily Chart

Overshot the 61.8% Fibonacci extension at 2.6447 and made a new all-time high at 2.6731

Last week EUR/TRY overshot the 61.8% Fibonacci 
extension at 2.6447 and made a new all-time high at 
2.6731. 

At present, even though upside momentum is on the wane, 
there is no technical sign of any reversal lower being made. 

Above the current 2.6731 high lies the minor psychological 
2.7000 level. 

Still further up is another potential upside target at the 
100% Fibonacci extension at 2.7485. 

We will retain our immediately bullish forecast while 
EUR/TRY stays above its 2.5484 current August low or a 
clear reversal signal has been made.

61.8% Fibonacci extension is at 2.6447
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USD/ZAR - Daily Chart

USD/ZAR Daily Chart

Comes off its near 4 ½ year high at 10.4443 which may prove to be a false breakout higher

USD/ZAR’s recent acceleration higher has led to the May-
to-July highs at 10.2850/10.3610 being overcome and a 
high at 10.4443 being made. 

From there a drop back to the breached June-to-August 
resistance line at 10.1831 has so far been seen.

The early August high at 10.0443 and the 55 day moving 
average at 9.9878 could also be hit before the currency 
pair levels out. Below it lies the four month support line at 
9.8621. 

Were the current high at 10.4443 unexpectedly be bettered 
this week, however, the 10.6956/10.7900 region would be 
targeted. It is made up of the 2009 peak, 78.6% Fibonacci 
retracement of the 2008-11 decline and the November 
2008 high.

In case of it being exceeded, the 2008 peak at 11.8708 will 
be back in the picture as well.

We will retain our bullish forecast while the currency pair 
stays above the current August low at 9.7298. 

Current August high was made at 10.4443
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USD/ZAR - Weekly Chart

USD/ZAR Weekly Chart

Is losing upside momentum ahead of the 10.6956/10.7900 resistance zone

Resistance zone sits at 10.6956/10.7900
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EUR/GBP – Daily Chart

Daily EUR/GBP Chart

EUR/GBP’s reversal lower means that the August high at .8768 is another significant top

EUR/GBP made another significant top at .8768 in early 
August. 

Last week’s drop through the .8582 July 23 low has 
confirmed the trend reversal.

EUR/GBP is currently trading back around the 55 day 
moving average at .8588 but should soon be heading lower 
again.

It still has the 2012-13 uptrend line at .8510 in focus, a fall 
through which will push the June low at .8470 back into the 
picture.

We expect to see a sell-off towards the 200 day moving 
average at .8469 being seen over the coming weeks now 
that the current August high at .8769 has been highlighted 
as a significant top. Uptrend line is seen at .8510
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EUR/USD – Daily Chart

Daily EUR/USD Chart

Negative divergence points to a probable sell-off

The negative divergence seen between the daily RSI and 
the EUR/USD current August high at 1.3453 points to a top 
being formed. 

Confirmation of this would be a drop through the steep two 
month support line at 1.3324 and a fall through last week’s 
1.3298 low. 

Only a drop through the next lower 1.3208/1.3188 support 
area will mean that a significant top has indeed been made. 

Should an unexpected rise above last week’s 1.3453 high 
be seen, though, our view will probably be incorrect. In this 
case the 1.3500/20 region will be in focus. It consists of the 
minor psychological level and 13th February high. 

This is regarded as the last defence for the 1.3711 
February peak. 

We do not favour such a strong rise, though, and believe 
that the currency pair is already topping out. 

Negative divergence
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EUR/NOK – Weekly Chart

Weekly EUR/NOK Chart

EUR/NOK’s surge higher has exceeded the 8.0847 June peak but should stay below 8.2575

EUR/NOK is shooting skywards and has exceeded the 
8.0847 June high.

The next higher 8.1888/8.2575 major resistance area is 
expected to stall the current rally, however. It consists of 
the May and July as well as the October 2010 highs.

Should this not be the case, the 38.2% Fibonacci 
retracement of the 2008-12 decline at 8.3680 will be in the 
picture.

We will retain our medium term bullish forecast while 
EUR/NOK continues to trade above the mid-August 7.7738 
low and the 200 week moving average at 7.7694. 

From there the latest up surge has begun which is why it is 
technically significant.

June peak at 8.0847 has been overcome
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NOK/SEK – Monthly Chart

Monthly NOK/SEK Chart

Failure at the 1.0731 2008 low means that the 1.0593 61.8% Fibonacci retracement is being eyed

Last week NOK/SEK briefly fell through the 2008 low at 
1.0731 before recovering back above it.

Another fall through it will have the 61.8% Fibonacci 
retracement of the 1992-to-2009 rise at 1.0593 in its sights.

Potential support on the way down comes in around the 
1.0755 February 2005 low and around the 1.0718 
September 2004 low (see the monthly chart on the right) as 
well as at last week’s 1.0653 trough.

Major resistance can be seen between the 1.1033/49 
March 2013 and February 2011 lows and the current 
August high at 1.1167.

While the currency pair remains below 1.1167, our long 
term bearish forecast will remain in place.

2008 low was made at 1.0731
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US Dollar Index - Weekly Chart

Over the past couple of weeks the US Dollar Index 
dropped back towards the June low at 80.50 but managed 
to stabilise above it. 

As long as it holds, our medium term bullish forecast will 
remain valid.

Upside targets for the months ahead are the 84.10/75 2012 
as well as May and July 2013 highs.

The 78.6% Fibonacci retracement of the 2010-11 decline at 
85.28 and the 2005-13 resistance line at 85.97 also remain 
in focus.

Should key support at 80.50 be fallen through, however, 
the 200 week moving average at 79.70 and the September 
2012 to January 2013 lows at 78.92/60 could be retested 
before the long term uptrend resumes.

We expect the 80.50 support area to hold, though, and for 
renewed upside to be seen in the weeks to come.

US Dollar Index Weekly Chart

Remains bid while above the 80.50 June low; this is key for the medium term trend

June low at 80.50 underpins
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Fixed Income:
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Bund Futures - Daily Chart
Made a near one year low at 139.06 but are to stage a bounce short term but still target 138.41

September Bund futures have slipped through the 139.90 
June low and so far made a near one year low at 139.06.

It is likely that a correction to the upside will be seen over 
the next few days since the daily RSI did not confirm this 
latest price low and thus shows positive divergence.

Any bounce should not detract from the overall bearish 
picture, however. 

Once a daily close below 139.06 has been made, the 
September 2012 low at 138.41 will be in focus. This is only 
our initial downside target. 

Longer term we look for losses to the end of 2011 lows at 
132.99/89 (see the weekly chart on the following page). 

Minor resistance can be seen around last week’s 140.71 
high and then at the current August high at 143.29. While 
below here immediate downside pressure should be 
maintained. We remain of the opinion that Bund futures 
have topped from a longer term stance and this view will 
remain entrenched while they stay below the 147.20/53 
highs. 

September Bund Futures Daily Chart

Last week’s low was made at 139.06
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Bund Futures - Weekly Chart
Is rapidly dropping towards the September 2012 low at 138.41

Targets the September 2012 low at 138.41

September Bund Futures Weekly Chart
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EU 10Y Yield - Daily Chart 
Has come close to the psychological 2.00 region but looks short term overbought

Last week the EU 10Y yield came to within two ticks of the 
psychological 2.00 mark before slipping lower. A short term 
top thus seems to be in place with at least the 1.86 June 
high expected to be revisited.

A short term consolidation should be seen since last 
week’s high has not been confirmed by the daily RSI which 
produced negative divergence.

We will retain our slightly longer term bullish forecast while 
the yield remains above the 1.83 August 23 low.

While staying above the May-to-August support line at 
1.655 the yield remains overall bullish.

Our medium term bullish view will stay intact while the yield 
remains above the July trough at 1.50.

We continue to believe that the low is in at 1.12 from a long 
term perspective (see weekly chart on the next page). 
Further up the August 2010 low and March 2012 high at 
2.06/08 are also being targeted as is the 2.36 upside 
measured target.

EU 10Y Yield Daily Chart

Current August high was made at 1.98
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EU 2-10Y Swap Curve
Widened to levels last seen in January 2011 and nears the 2009-13 resistance line at 1.64

Widening in the EU 2-10Y swap curve is still being seen 
with it getting ever closer to the 2009-13 resistance line at 
1.64 now that the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement of the 
2009-12 narrowing phase at 1.56 has been exceeded.

Around the 2009-13 resistance line at 1.64 the swap curve 
could stall for a few days.  

Above it lies the December 2010 high at 1.73.

Our longer term upside target is seen at 1.94, the 2010 
peak. 

We will maintain our medium term widening bias while the 
swap curve stays above the 1.32 July low.

EU 2-10Y Swap Curve Daily Chart

2009-13 resistance line is at 1.64
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US 10Y T-Notes - Daily Chart

US 10Y T-Notes Equalized Active Daily Chart
Last week September 10Y T-Notes made a one year low at 
12 at 124-000 before a short covering rally ensued. This 
should run out of steam ahead of or around the 126-
055/140 area (resistance line and 55 day moving average).

Failure at 124-000 will put 38.2% retracement of the move 
down from May at 123-245 on the map. 

Medium term we still look for a retest of the May 2012 low 
at 123-005 en route to the October 2011 low at 121-16.

We continue to believe that a major long term top has been 
formed over the past year or so and that we won’t revisit 
the 132-255 May peak.

Selling any rallies should be the strategy for the years to 
come since the 2007-13 uptrend line has been breached.

Resistance at 126-22/127-10 is to cap, if reached at all. 
Significant resistance can be seen between the 128-14 
August 2012 low and the 128-195 May 2013 low. 

We will retain our overall bearish forecast while the futures 
contract remains below the 130-15 June high.

Are staging a recovery rally off last week’s 124-000 low but medium term still target 123-245

Current August low was made at 124-000
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US 10Y T-Notes - Weekly Chart

US 10Y T-Notes Weekly Chart

Found interim support slightly above the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement at 123-245

38.2% Fibonacci retracement is at 123-245
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US 10Y Yield Daily Chart

US 10Y Yield - Daily Chart
Made a new one year high, this time at 2.94, before consolidating

The US 10Y yield has not only risen above resistance at 
2.85/855 but also above the 38.2% retracement of the 
move down from the 2007 peak at 2.89 while en route to 
the psychological resistance level at 3.00. last week it hit 
2.94 before giving back some of its recent gains.

The upper triangle line at 2.745 and the June high at 2.67 
are likely to be revisited over the coming days.

Our medium term bullish view will remain in place while the 
yield remains above the July low at 2.41, however.

We will retain our long-term bullish views while the yield 
stays above the June low at 1.99. 

Support above this level but below the 2.30 mid-June high 
comes in at the 2.24 May peak.  

Current August high was made at 2.94
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US 2-10Y Swap Curve Daily Chart

US 2-10Y Swap Curve - Daily Chart
Widens sharply and nears the 2.59 June 2011 peak

The US 2-10Y swap curve has so far widened to the minor 
psychological 2.50 level around which it should pause.

Above it lurks the 2.55 March 2011 low and the 2.59 June 
2011 high.

Further up the 2010 and 2011 peaks can be seen at 2.73 
and also at 2.81.

We will retain our long term widening bias while the swap 
curve remains above the 55 day moving average at 2.25. 

Minor support comes in around the 2.415 July high.

June 2011 high was made at 2.59
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GBP 10Y Swap - Weekly Chart
Flirts with the 50% retracement at 2.91 around which it should stall for a while

GBP 10Y Swap Weekly Chart
The GBP 10Y swap has so far made a 1 ¾ year high by 
shooting up to 2.90, a rise above which will put the 2.91/92 
resistance area on the map. It consists of the October 2011 
high and the 50% retracement of the 2011-13 decline. 

Around these levels the swap should consolidate for a few 
days before it continues its ascent towards the 
psychological 3.00 level.

These upside targets will remain in play while the swap 
stays above its 2.31 July low.

The swap has confirmed its long term bottoming formation 
and should rise further in the months to come.

50% retracement is at 2.91
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Credit
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ITRAXX 5Y Europe Index - Daily Chart

ITRAXX 5Y Europe Index Daily Chart
The ITRAXX 5Y Europe index has suddenly risen above 
the 103.36 late July high and reached the 55 day moving 
average at 106.26 which capped it.

We have thus once again neutralised our forecast.

A rise above the current 106.31 August high would mean 
further credit weakness with the index heading back up 
towards the 200 day moving average at 109.34.

Should it be bettered, our outlook would become bullish, 
meaning that further credit weakness is to be seen, with 
132.52 June high being targeted. 

Above it lurks the 150 region. 

We will retain our current neutral forecast while the index 
remains in the 109.49 to 94.45 band, the latter being the 
current August low.

Comes off the 55 day moving average at 106.26

55 day moving average is 106.13
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ITRAXX 5Y Crossover Index - Daily Chart
Has been rejected by the 55 day moving average at 431.96

ITRAXX 5Y Crossover Index Daily Chart
The ITRAXX 5Y Crossover index stabilised around the 392 
July trough and shot back up to the 55 day moving average 
at 431.96. This caps at present.

Nonetheless we have neutralised our forecast and will 
revert to being bullish once the current August peak at 433 
has been overcome.

In this case the 200 day moving average at 440.95 will be 
targeted and should be overcome. 

Such a rally should trigger a retest of the 2011-2013 
downtrend line at 510.55.

We will retain our neutral forecast while the index stays 
between the current 433 and 392 August extremes.

Only an unexpected fall through the 366 May low would 
target the 2011 low at 353 now.

55 day moving average at 431.96 caps
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ITRAXX 5Y Senior Financial Index - Daily Chart
Has shot back up towards the 200- and 55-day moving averages around 153 which cap

ITRAXX 5Y Senior Financial Index Daily Chart
The ITRAXX 5Y Senior Financial index suddenly changed 
tack last week and shot back up towards the 200- and 55-
day moving averages around 153. These capped, though.

A rise to above the 55- and 200-day moving averages 
around the 153 level will point towards a renewed up leg 
towards the 2012-13 resistance line at 169.53 being made. 
This would mean renewed credit weakness.

Until the index breaks out of its August 150/134 range we 
will stay neutral, however.

Major support continues to be seen at 123/121. It is made 
up of the January and the 2011 low. 

200- and 55-day moving 
averages around 153 capped
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Glossary

ADX 
J. Welles Wilder developed the Average Directional Index (ADX) to evaluate the strength of a current trend. The ADX is an oscillator that fluctuates between 0 and 100. 

Even though the scale is from 0 to 100, readings above 60 are relatively rare. Low readings, below 20, indicate that the market is not trending and high readings, above 
40, indicate a strong trend. It does not determine if the trend is bullish or bearish BUT just establishes whether a trending situation exists.

DI+ = positive directional indicator, DI- = negative directional indicator. Buy and sell signals are generated when DI+ and DI – crossover.

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD ), 
MACD uses moving averages, which are lagging indicators, to include some trend-following characteristics. These lagging indicators are turned into a momentum oscillator 

by subtracting the longer moving average from the shorter moving average. The resulting plot forms a line that oscillates above and below zero, without any upper or 
lower limits. There are many ways to use this indicator but the simplest is that when above zero is denotes market strength and when below zero denotes market 
weakness.

NB:  This is NOT a model and is intended for refere nce only – it a basic system to determine if a marke t is trending or not, it cannot judge 
strength of supports or resistance or whether vario us momentum oscillators have diverged.  For this re ason it is possible that the we will 
occasionally hold a different position to that indi cated by the tables.
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Other technical analysis reports we publish are:

Monday: Daily Market Technicals (FX), FX Emerging Ma rkets Technicals;

Tuesday: Daily Market Technicals (FX), Bullion Weekl y Technicals;

Wednesday: Daily Market Technicals (FX), Commodity W eekly, Commodity Currencies Weekly Technicals;

Thursday: Daily Market Technicals (FX), Asian Curren cies Weekly Technicals, FX Strategy;

Friday: Daily Market Technicals (FX), Fixed Income W eekly Technicals.
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This document has been created and published by the Corporates & Markets division of Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt/Main or Commerzbank’s branch offices mentioned in the document. Commerzbank Corporates & 
Markets is the investment banking division of Commerzbank, integrating research, debt, equities, interest rates and foreign exchange. The author(s) of this report, certify that (a) the views expressed in this report 
accurately reflect their personal views; and (b) no part of their compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or views expressed by them contained in this document.   
The analyst(s) named on this report are not registered / qualified as research analysts with FINRA and are not subject to NASD Rule 2711.

Disclaimer
This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is 
not intended to be and should not be construed as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this document and will not form the basis or a part of 
any contract or commitment whatsoever.

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Commerzbank to be reliable and in good faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Commerzbank with 
regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgement of the author(s) on the data of this document and are subject to change without 
notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Commerzbank. Commerzbank does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the 
event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion described herein would yield favourable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this 
document may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and accurate information and/or the subsequent 
transpiration that underlying assumptions made by Commerzbank or by other sources relied upon in the document were inapposite.

Neither Commerzbank nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of 
all or any part of this document.

Commerzbank may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this document, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that Commerzbank endorses, recommends or approves any material on the 
linked page or accessible from it. Commerzbank does not  accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for any consequences of its use.

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of 
Commerzbank. The manner of distributing this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required 
to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations

Disclaimer
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Additional notes to readers in the following countr ies:
Germany : Commerzbank AG is registered in the Commercial Register at Amtsgericht Frankfurt under the number HRB 32000. Commerzbank AG is supervised by the German regulator Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin), Marie-Curie-Strasse 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

United Kingdom: This document has been issued or approved for issue in the United Kingdom by Commerzbank AG London Branch. Commerzbank AG, London Branch is authorised by Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details on the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. This document is directed exclusively to eligible counterparties and professional clients. It is not directed to retail clients. No persons other than an 
eligible counterparty or a professional client should read or rely on any information in this document. Commerzbank AG, London Branch does not deal for or advise or otherwise offer any investment services to retail 
clients.

United States: This document has been approved for distribution in the US under applicable US law by Commerz Markets LLC (“Commerz Markets”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Commerzbank AG and a US 
registered broker-dealer. Any securities transaction by US persons must be effected with Commerz Markets. Under applicable US law; information regarding clients of Commerz Markets may be distributed to other 
companies within the Commerzbank group. This report is intended for distribution in the United States solely to “institutional investors” and “major U.S. institutional investors,” as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. Commerz Markets is a member of FINRA and SIPC.

Canada: The information contained herein is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein, solicitation of an offer to 
buy securities described herein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Any offer or sale of the securities described herein in Canada will be made only under an exemption from the requirements to file a 
prospectus with the relevant Canadian securities regulators and only by a dealer properly registered under applicable securities laws or, alternatively, pursuant to an exemption from the dealer registration requirement in 
the relevant province or territory of Canada in which such offer or sale is made. Under no circumstances is the information contained herein to be construed as investment advice in any province or territory of Canada 
and is not tailored to the needs of the recipient. In Canada, the information contained herein is intended solely for distribution to Permitted Clients (as such term is defined in National Instrument 31-103) with whom 
Commerz Markets LLC deals pursuant to the international dealer exemption. To the extent that the information contained herein references securities of an issuer incorporated, formed or created under the laws of 
Canada or a province or territory of Canada, any trades in such securities may not be conducted through Commerz Markets LLC. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in 
any way passed upon these materials, the information contained herein or the merits of the securities described herein and any representation to the contrary is an offence.

European Economic Area: Where this document has been produced by a legal entity outside of the EEA, the document has been re-issued by Commerzbank AG, London Branch for distribution into the EEA. 

Singapore: This document is furnished in Singapore by Commerzbank AG, Singapore branch. It may only be received in Singapore by an institutional investor as defined in section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act, 
Chapter 289 of Singapore (“SFA”) pursuant to section 274 of the SFA.

Hong Kong: This document is furnished in Hong Kong by Commerzbank AG, Hong Kong Branch, and may only be received in Hong Kong by ‘professional investors’ within the meaning of Schedule 1 of the Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571) of Hong Kong and any rules made there under.

Japan: Commerzbank AG, Tokyo Branch is responsible for the distribution of Research in Japan. Commerzbank AG, Tokyo Branch is regulated by the Japanese Financial Services Agency (FSA).

Australia: Commerzbank AG does not hold an Australian financial services licence. This document is being distributed in Australia to wholesale customers pursuant to an Australian financial services licence exemption 
for Commerzbank AG under Class Order 04/1313. Commerzbank AG is regulated by Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) under the laws of Germany which differ from Australian laws.
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